You’re either an Oli’ Ag, in Student Bonfire or a member of the Corps of Cadets. If you’re none of these things, you’re probably there to see the snake. Either way, The Chicken is one of the best traditions in Aggeland.

Beware the shot wheel, this temptress is known for defeating even the most heavy-weight of drinkers.

For the pickle shot aficionado, look no further than Tipsy, but if you think yourself claustrophobic, the Turtle may not be your comfort place.

If you go to Shiner you are either a freshman or trying to date a freshman. Good for rocking your boots, finding a one-night dance partner, and walking back to your Hullabaloo suite at 2 a.m.

Margaritas galore, big tables for you and all your friends. Be warned: margaritas may be habit-forming, and are known to cause sugar hangovers.

Is your F250 lifted higher than your GPA? Or are you ready to fall in love with a twin-stepping, spread-deck-shaking, cut-off jeans-wearing Daddy’s money cowboy? If so, then this is the place for you.